The Getting Started Guide
Curated content to help you hit the ground running once your reporting tool is ready.
Follow the following links for the latest tips, tricks, and tactics for getting started in the Reporting Hub and
getting the most out of your SAP Concur solutions.

Ready

Identify Your Reporting Platform
Use this simple infographic to determine which
platform your company is currently using.

Which platform
are you on?

Get Set
Get to know
your platform:

ANALYTICS

ANALYSIS

INTELLIGENCE

Analytics Overview

Concur Analysis Reporting

Intelligence
Access Permissions

Get a customizable view of your
data by editing, filtering, and
personalizing your reports.

Analytics FAQ
Find answers to common questions
about your Analytics tool – from
what it is to how it work.

Go
Start Using
your platform:

Quick Tips: Getting
Started with Analytics
See how to navigate and
run a standard report.

Top 5 Analytics Reports
in 15 Minutes
Take 15 minutes to walk through
the top five Analytics reports.

Learn more about Analysis,
then get easy access to
data and the insight to make
informed business decisions.

Use this infographic to determine
who can tap into the Intelligence tool.

Analysis Access
Permissions

Intelligence
Summary & FAQ

Read this quick infographic to see
who gets access the Analysis tool.

Get answers to frequently asked
questions about the Intelligence tool.

Top 5 Analysis Reports
in 15 Minutes
Get your hands the top five
Analytics reports and get instant
access to the most useful data.

Tips and Tricks for
Cognos 10 Reporting
Watch this short video for user
tips on Analysis, Intelligence,
and Consultative Intelligence
reporting solutions.

Quick Tips: Getting
Started with Intelligence
Get an in-depth look at navigating
and running a standard report.

Top 5 Intelligence Reports
in 15 Minutes
Take a look at the top five
Intelligence reports and what
they can do for your company.

Standard Reports Catalog
Get all the details on all the reports and every SAP Concur solution.
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